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A new product for ski-mountaineering and freeride 

DPS Phantom 2.0: 

will it replace traditional ski wax forever ? 

by Mountaineering Academy  

©Avalco Travel 2020 

 

Rev. 1 (test 2019 as per Rev.0 + test 2020) 

 

The DPS company, known for the production of high-end freeride skis, launched the Phantom ski treatment in 2017, for prevalent 

use in freeride and even more so in ski touring. 

The idea was to create a new type of base treatment that had the characteristics of being permanent, i.e. applied only once for the 

whole life of the skis or snowboard.  This is possible thanks to a particular (and secret) type of polymers that become permanently 

anchored to the base and which produce the lubricating effect when sliding on the snow. 

The product offers the greatest benefits particularly in ski mountaineering,  where skiers have always been looking for a universal 

wax, providing a good average glide on all types of snow, and long lasting. 

In piste skiing, on the other hand, a far superior glide is required, so it will always be necessary to have specific waxes;  in 

competitions fluorine  high-yield waxes are used, very expensive, and lasting only for one single descent. 

                 
Left: grinding machine for ski base imprinting; right: the standard box of Phantom 2.0 

At the end of 2018 DPS introduced the Phantom 2.0 version of the product, which largely obviates the two defects of the first 

version, namely the long time required for the polymerization of the material and the poor yield on some types of snow. 

 

We shall clarify here that technically the Phantom is not a wax, even if we continue to define it as such. In DPS they define it as  a 

"ski base treatment"; in fact  is a chemical treatment with a water repellent effect on the ski base. 

http://www.avalcotravel.com/
https://www.dpsskis.com/products/phantom_permanent_waxless_glide
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The product is sold in some specialized stores and online. The package costs about $ 100 in the US and € 120 in Europe, and is 

sufficient for application on a pair of skis or a snowboard.  It contains two type A and two type B product bags, a pair of gloves, a 

rubber sponge for application, a brush + cork tool, and an instruction manual. 

Note: for professional use (laboratories) 250 ml bottles are available for product type A and B. 

HOW IS THE PRODUCT APPLIED TO THE SKI BASE ? 

First of all, it must be said that the product should ideally be applied to new skis  and grindstone imprinted.  (Note: indeed few skis 

leave the factory already with the imprint). 

It can also be applied to used skis, provided that the base is perfectly cleaned (must not contain any traces of old wax), and then 

grindstone imprinted.  For cleaning, if you use the special liquid cleaner, this must then be removed by heating the ski base  (hot air 

gun or hairdryer) and then passing with a nylon brush.  

           
Left: application of the Phantom on the ski base; right: curing oven (source: DPS). 

 

The application phases are the following: 

 

1. After having worn the gloves, open bag A and pour the product into the center of the ski base, applying  it as a strip of 

toothpaste. With the sponge, spread the product evenly over the entire base, with circular movements of the hand, without going 

beyond the edges, and eliminating any excess material. 

2. Take the ski outdoor, at temperatures above 0 ° C, and expose the base to direct sunlight (the curing action takes place thanks to 

UV radiation). Allow at least 1-3 hours (depending on the temperature) for curing, until the applied product appears rubbery and 

smooth. Absorb and eliminate the remaining liquid with a speed-fiber cloth. 

Alternatively, for specialized laboratories, DPS provides an ad hoc curing oven (see figure), with which the process is quick, 

perfectly under control, and obviously can be performed indoor. 

3. Repeat the operations of steps 1 and 2 with the product of envelope B. This results in the complete polymerization of the 

material, which assumes the final desired characteristics. 

4. Brush the base with a good nylon brush (the one supplied is really basic) and then pass with the cork pad, this to ensure a good 

absorption of the wax in depth. 

 

             
From left: application of the product on the ski base, the nylon brush, the ski base after treatment including cork dabbing and  

brushing 

http://www.avalcotravel.com/
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Finished the above, the skis or snowboard are ready !  From our experience in the lab, we offer a few suggestions. 

 For curing outdoor, choose a clear, warm day. Polymerization is optimal at high temperatures (20 ° C and above) and 

with the ski base positioned at 90 ° with respect to the sun's rays, in a place free from wind and clean (absence of dust 

and pollutants). 

The operation fails with cloudy skies. If you have to carry out the operation in winter,  it is definitely advisable to give up 

the do-it-yourself and leave it to a laboratory equipped with a DPS oven. 

 Do not use old product. If it has been stored for more than a year, most of the characteristics are lost. Do not reuse an 

envelope that has already been opened before. 

 The application of envelope B can also take place several hours after A, or even the day after. 

 After dabbing with the cork pad (step 4), we recommend several passes with a soft brush and a final one with a piece of 

felt, for mirror polishing (especially useful for powder snow). 

 

          

 

HOW GOOD IS PHANTOM 2.0 ON THE SNOW ? 

 

We carried out the first set of test in january-april 2019 with the following categories of skis (with snowboards one can expect very 

similar results): 

(1) NEW SKIS (WITH IMPRINT) + PHANTOM 2.0 (Atomic Backland 95) 

(2) NEW SKIS (NO IMPRINT) + PHANTOM 2.0 (second pair Atomic Backland 95) 

(3) USED SKIS  (WITH IMPRINT) + PHANTOM 2.0 (Trab Maximo 90) 

(4) USED SKIS  (WITH IMPRINT) + WAX STANDARD (Blizzard Gzero 95) 

(5) USED SKIS (WITH IMPRINT) + PHANTOM 2.0 + WAX STANDARD (Scott SuperGuide 105). 

All skis with imprint were stonegrinded with an identical pattern of the imprint and same grind depth. 

The wax used is the standard white paraffin, suitable to all types of snow, without additives. 

The tests took place for a total of 20 descents and more than 20,000 m of vertical in 14 days , on various types of snow, 

classified as follows: 

(A) HARD SNOW – COLD OR FROZEN 

(B) COMPACT SNOW - WARM 

(C) SPRING CORN SNOW, WET – FIRN 

(D) POWDER SNOW, COLD, DRY 

(E) WET SNOW, WARM 

The scores  (as an avarage among the testers) are given in the table below and represent  the glide performance of the skis as 

felt by the tester.  

Scores are valued on a 3-levels scale: 

* fair  **good  ***very good 

Beware: results are to be interpreted as qualitative indications only. In particular, from the tests it is difficult to appreciate 

correctly how the Phantom lasts over time. According to DPS, in prolonged use the advantages of the Phantom should clearly 

emerge (see graph), since its performance remains constant with the use,  while traditional waxes degrade after each descent 

(of course this effect varies a lot according to the type of snow) . 
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TEST 2019 TYPE OF SNOW 

SKI CATEGORY A 
Hard snow 

cold or frozen 

B 
Compact snow 

warm 

C 
spring corn snow 

wet  - firn 

D 
powder snow 

cold - dry 

E 
wet snow 

warm 
1 ** ** *** *** ** 

2 * * ** ** * 

3 * ** ** ** ** 

4 ** * * * * 

5 ** ** ** ** ** 

 
As a second round of our investigation, we  repeated the tests in February 2020, again on all types of snow from A to E. The skis 

were the same, from (1) to (5), already used in the spring 2019, and deliberately left as they were, therefore without any 

subsequent treatment. An average of 25 descents were made with each pair of skis. 

 

 
Sliding efficiency (or glide performance) while skiing no-stop descents with: Phantom 2.0 treatment  (green line) , standard wax  

(orange line), ski base without wax nor Phantom (yellow line). Source: DPS 

 

 

The scores (as average among the testers) of this second round are shown in the table below. 

TEST 2020 TYPE OF SNOW 

SKI CATEGORY A 
Hard snow 

cold or frozen 

B 
Compact snow 

warm 

C 
spring corn snow 

wet  - firn 

D 
powder snow 

cold - dry 

E 
wet snow 

warm 
1 ** ** *** *** ** 

2 * * ** * * 

3 * * ** ** * 

4 * * * * * 

5 * * * * * 
 

In the table, the scores in red colour are those that differ from the ones of the first round of tests.  

We can therefore summarize the results as follows: 

- skis (1) new with imprint + Phantom 2.0 maintained their performances; 

- skis (2) new without imprint + Phantom 2.0 have shown a decrease in performance in general, and more specifically on cold 

powder snow; 

- skis (3) used with imprint + Phantom 2.0 have shown a decrease of performance on warm snow; 

http://www.avalcotravel.com/
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- skis (4) used with imprint + standard wax have shown a clear decrease of performance , particularly on hard cold snow; 

- skis (5) used with imprint + Phantom 2.0 + standard wax have shown an even decrease of performance on all types of snow. 

However, if one wishes to perform a rigorous scientific test, taking into account the many variables involved, then one shall test a 

ski or snowboard on different types of snow on the same day and repeat the test for the various types of snow over several days in 

the season, and this at progressively increasing stages of wear of the ski base treatment  (total number of descents made). All this 

would require the work of a large staff for many full days, followed by a rather sophisticated data processing. 

          

For the time being, despite all the limitations of a non-scientific test, we may draw the following conclusions.  

 With a few descents made, the difference in glide performance with standard wax is minimal, except for a better 

general behavior of the Phantom in warm or humid snow and at medium-high speeds. At low speeds (such as on the ski 

lift) or when starting the skis, or in the skating step, you may even feel a reduced glide, but the effect disappears as soon 

as you  gain some speed. 

 The performance of the Phantom becomes optimal after an initial "run-in" period, on average 2-4 descents according to 

our tests. 

 With use, standard wax wears out and loses effectiveness. Instead, the material of the Phantom chemically adheres to 

the ski base in depth, therefore, even after many descents, the glide remains unchanged, and this was indeed 

confirmed in the two sessions of our tests. 

However, this advantage is hardly noticeable on hard and frozen snow, as well as on dry powder snow. 

 Despite some initial skepticism, after the 2020 tests, we must recognize that the effectiveness of the Phantom 2.0 in the 

medium term, at least in the context of our tests, is very satisfactory, beyond all expectations.  

If the glide performance remains unchanged for an entire ski season (say, with an average of 50 descents per year), one 

can really considers adopting the Phantom solution, instead of traditional waxes. In fact, in an average season we should 

perform at least 4 waxings; at a cost of € 20 each, this makes  € 80, so the Phantom solution is more expensive, but it 

saves a lot of time. 

The effectiveness of the Phantom 2.0 remains to be verified on the very long terms (3 seasons or more). 

 The performance of the Phantom is best when the treatment is applied to new skis. With used skis, a perfect 

preparation of the ski base must be carried out in order to take full advantage of the Phantom. 

 Another benefit found with Phantom: undoubtedly the ski base remains lubricated longer, avoiding the annoying 

phenomenon of dryness and peeling that we see when the traditional wax has completely disappeared (or became old). 

We have seen this on skis that have been testes in the first round and stored in the summer: the base remains beautifully 

black and shiny, while other skis with standard wax are already starting to whiten a little. 

  In any case, the  grindstone  imprint is essential for effective anchoring of the Phantom material, both for new and used 

skis. 

 Any additional wax  can be applied over the Phantom treatment layer. According to some tests conducted in the USA, it 

seems that the extra wax applied in this way lasts 30% longer compared to the base without Phantom, a fact that 

honestly we did not notice in the 2020 tests.  

However this makes little sense, given that we want to use  Phantom precisely to avoid the application of the traditional 

waxes. 

 The Phantom does not adhere to climbing skins, whether with glue or without. No problem in this regard. 

  According to DPS, the repair of skis (scratches, small holes) and the regular sharpening of the edges does not affect the 

effectiveness of the Phantom, as well as any subsequent stone grinding. Frankly we have some doubts about this, 

especially in relation to grinding: to be verified in a subsequent test. Stay tuned. 

  When placed at rest, it may happen that wet and warm snow tends to stick the to the ski base treated with Phantom. 

However, this clog is easily removable even by hand and disappear when you return to skiing. 

Finally, it must be said that the DPS ski base treatment does not contain hydrocarbons or fluorinated compounds that may 

be harmful to the environment or to the staff in the laboratory, unlike traditional waxes. 

http://www.avalcotravel.com/
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It shall be noted that even soy-based waxes are not harmful, but they are not suitable for all types of snow. Waxes with 

fluorine additives (used in competition)  are likely to be  banned in the EU by end  2020. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ©Avalco Travel 2020 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

      

 

See other articles, tutorials, and news about SKI-MOUNTAINEERING: 

 on our website www.avalcotravel.com 

 on facebook www.facebook.com/avalcotravel 

 

 

See photos of our ski-mountaineering trips to the mountains world wide:  

 on instagram @avalco_travel 

 

 

 

Planning a ski-mountaineering trip ? 
Book one of our programmes or get the proposal for a customized tour  
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